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Abstract: Investing in energy efficiency (EE) could play a crucial role in transitioning to a future
economy, where sustainable growth will be the centre of attention. To reach such EE investments, a
mobilisation of capital through the targeted use of funds, innovative schemes and standardisation
tools for the respective key actors is required. The European Union Horizon 2020 Triple-A project
could assist in securing EE investments that could meet their financial commitments. This manuscript
provides a standardised methodology and tools to assess the involved risks and benchmarks the
proposed investment ideas, helping investors and policymakers choose the most profitable solution.
This manuscript summarises the methodology established, tools developed, and results that emerged
from Triple-A’s venture to mainstream EE financing.
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1. Introduction

Investing in energy efficiency (EE) is one of the main priorities of the European Union’s
(EU) energy and climate policy, offering various benefits. Nevertheless, EE investments are
still below policy targets set despite the demonstrated economic potential and environmen-
tal benefits. EE investments seem inherently risky due to the multitude of uncertainties
associated with the future cash flows of EE projects, such as the price of energy and tech-
nology risk. Thus, the evaluation and benchmarking of EE investment ideas becomes a
complex procedure, while also some risk factors present many difficulties to be assessed
due to missing information and subjectivity.

The EU funded “Triple-A: Enhancing at an Early Stage the Investment Value Chain of
Energy Efficiency Projects” aims to mainstream EE investments by setting the groundwork
for building investor and financier confidence. Triple-A offers Standardised Triple-A Tools,
Database and Benchmarks to assess EE project ideas and provide recommendations based
on lessons learnt from the in-country demonstrations. The Triple-A methodology is being
applied at eight (8) strategically selected case study countries, namely Bulgaria, the Czech
Republic, Germany, Greece, Italy, Lithuania, Spain and the Netherlands.

This particular initiative has established a Triple-A three-pillar methodology that
results in reducing the respective time and effort required at the crucial phase of the EE
investment’s conceptualisation, increasing the transparency and efficiency of respective
decision making.

The Triple-A scheme comprises three critical steps (Figure 1):
Step 1—Assess: This is based on Member States risk profiles and mitigation policies,

including a web-based database, enabling national and sectoral comparability, market ma-
turity identification and a good practices experience exchange. It includes a risk assessment
realisation and incorporation of EU taxonomy-eligible criteria.
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Step 2—Agree: This is based on standardised Triple-A Tools, efficient benchmarks,
and guidelines, translated in consortium partners’ languages, accelerating and scaling
up investments. It has a categorisation of the projects and the Triple-A EE investments
selection, which merit attention by the funding organisations.

Step 3—Assign: This is based on in-country demonstrations, replicability and overall
exploitation, including recommendations on realistic and feasible investments in the na-
tional and sectoral context, as well as on short and medium-term financing. It incorporates
funding strategies (warehouse lending, green bonds, EE auctions) and has a portfolio of EE
projects that better match the needs of respective beneficiaries.
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2. Standardised Triple-A Tools and Database on EE Financing

Triple-A facilitates access to capital markets for EE investments by addressing the lack
of a standardisation of assets. The standardised tools and database provide functionalities
and capabilities both to project developers and financing institutes, while closing the gap
between these two crucial stakeholders’ profiles and linking profitable EE project ideas to
real financing schemes. By doing so, the uncertainty felt by financiers in the performance
of EE investments is reduced, while investors’ confidence is built [1,2].

2.1. The Triple-A Tools

Three (3) standardised Triple-A tools developed establish a one-stop-shop approach
oriented towards all types of stakeholders in EE financing, facilitating project developers
to benchmark their projects in a standardised way, while also providing a hub to financers,
bankers and investors to finance bankable green projects [3–5]. The Triple-A tools are
accessible through the Triple-A Standardised Toolbox platform [6], which can be reached
directly or through the Triple-A webpage [7].

Assess Tool: This evaluates the maturity of the proposed EE project idea and executes
the risk assessment. Through the Assess tool, the compliance with the eligible technical
criteria of the EU Taxonomy is also exploited.

Agree Tool: This performs the benchmarking of investment ideas based on financial
(net present value, internal rate return, discounted payback period), risk and sustainable
development goal (SDGs) indicators and taking advantage of the Electre-Tri multicriteria
decision analysis method. The projects are categorised into three (3) classes: Triple-A,
Reserved and Rejected. The most promising projects are marked as “Triple-A” projects,
and their KPIs’ results range in satisfactory values. In the case that a project has poor
performance in the KPIs, it will be marked as Rejected by the Triple-A tool. Tips and
methods to increase the performance of the candidate projects are also provided.

Assign Tool: This provides to potential investors the following functionalities regard-
ing the benchmarked project ideas of the previous tools:

• Sends requests for green loans, green mortgages, green bonds and EE auctions.
• Matchmaking between bankable EE projects and financing schemes.
• Pathways to achieve project delivery (contracts, underwriting procedures, etc.).
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2.2. The Triple-A Database in Energy Efficiency Financing

The Triple-A web-based database on EE financing [8] incorporates data and functional-
ities that enable the effective and interactive communication of the Triple-A methodology’s
results on the fundamental aspects of EE financing for the key involved actors. The data
included in the database refer to the eight Triple-A case study countries, while the content is
updated on a regular basis. The data and KPIs reported have emerged by a bottom-up pro-
cedure [9], incorporating input from stakeholder consultations. In brief, the data included
in the Triple-A database contain critical aspects of EE financing, such as the implementation
risks of EE projects, risk mitigation strategies, preferences of investors on EE investments,
the financial performance of successfully implemented EE projects, financing models and
instruments, the necessity of boosting EE per case study country and the sector based on
SDG indices.

3. Triple-A Targeted Stakeholder Engagement

As stakeholder engagement is becoming an essential component aiming to enlighten
the gap of all policy- and decision-support processes, a concrete Triple-A stakeholder en-
gagement approach has been developed to involve highly relevant stakeholders, gathering
their input in terms of EE financing [10]. Table 1 presents the target groups identified, and
the implemented stakeholder consultation activities along with their impact for different
stakeholder types.

Table 1. Triple-A stakeholder engagement actions.

Activity Description Status Target Groups

Bilateral and multilateral
consultation.

Telephone calls,
online/physical meetings

and interviews.

A total of 723 stakeholders
identified, 65 bilateral

meetings with 74
participants. Eight Triple-A

advisory board
members—22 bilateral

meetings.

Financing bodies;
companies/project developers;

policymakers and policy support
institutes.

Capacity-building webinars
and regional training

workshops.

Dynamic dialogue at
targeted workshops to train

regional/national
stakeholders and address

their specific needs.

Organisation of 9
capacity-building webinars
in the 8 case study counties

with 224 participants in
total.

Standardised tools and
benchmarks.

Computerised decision
support tools, knowledge

database to illustrate results
of EE financing status quo

analysis.

A total of 627 visitors of the
Triple-A tools; 120

stakeholders signed up to
the Triple-A tools. A total of

480 visitors of the
web-based database.

Lessons learnt and policy
recommendations.

Policy frameworks and
market architecture with
recommendations at the
national and EU level.

Synthesis paper for each of
the 8 case study countries

under preparation.

Online questionnaires.

Triple-A questionnaires
gathering input on the

Triple-A tools and
methodology.

A total of 198 responses in 4
Triple-A questionnaires.

Financing bodies;
companies/project developers;

policymakers and policy support
institutes; researchers and academia

in business and techno-economic
fields; other (technology suppliers,
property valuers, real estate agents,

associations).

Dissemination activities to
raise awareness.

Newsletters, website social
media, articles, infographics,

informative material.

A total of 17,000 website
users; 500 recipients of the

newsletters; 400 social
media followers.
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Stakeholders’ active involvement facilitates the better implementation of the Triple-A
actions through:

• Input on the identification of risks hampering the implementation of EE investments
in each case study country and proposal of alternative mitigations strategies.

• Prioritising the identified risks and defining the criteria weights for risk assessment.
• Reviewing the Triple-A technical reports and providing feedback.
• Participation in Triple-A events, workshops and webinars.
• Signing up and testing the Triple-A tools and database.
• Providing real EE project ideas to be included in the Triple-A pipeline of EE projects.
• Enabling synergies with and data exchange among relevant tools and platforms on

sustainable financing.

4. Results

By implementing the Triple-A methodology and engaging with stakeholders, 113 real
EE projects have been identified and inserted in the Triple-A tools for benchmarking.
These projects, from eight (8) distinct sectors, are in their conceptualisation phase, and
there is a search of possible financing schemes to proceed with the development phase.
The distribution of projects per case study country and per Triple-A sector is depicted in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Distribution of EE projects collected by the Triple-A project.

As portrayed, most of the projects pertain to the building sector, followed by the
outdoor lighting sector. In total, the collected projects reflect EUR 470.36 million of invest-
ments and are expected to trigger 336.94 GWh of energy savings per year. It is also worth
mentioning that almost 60% of the projects were classified as Triple-A or Reserved, which
reveals the good performance that they have in the respective KPIs.

5. Conclusions and Next Steps

The Triple-A project has connected investors with project developers with the devel-
opment of the Triple-A tools, which benchmark EE projects by deploying a sophisticated
risk methodology and a multicriteria method without frustrating investors and project
developers with complicated procedures. The methodology has been based on input
received from stakeholders, who have been appropriately engaged and their perception of
risk has been outlined and incorporated into the methodology.

In this context, project developers could benefit, as the proposed tool is useful and
enables them to substantiate the financial performance of their promising EE project ideas.
On the other hand, investors and financing institutions could gain confidence, as they are
able to identify eligible project ideas according to their preferences in specific criteria.

The main challenge Triple-A faced was during the process of project collection, and
was the lack of sufficient project data, as the projects are in the conceptualisation phase.
It has also been difficult to convince stakeholders to provide the data needed because of
privacy issues.

During the next phase, the most promising project ideas derived from Triple-A will
be linked with actual financing schemes. It is expected that 50 to 80 bankable and highly
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rated Triple-A investments are foreseen to emerge by utilising the Triple-A tools. Finally,
the Triple-A project is planning to provide guidelines on EE financing market architecture
through national and EU synthesis papers with targeted policy recommendations.
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